
 

 

 

PERMANENT POSITION 

Lecturer in Accounting and Finance F/M 
 

As part of its strategic development and rapid growth, the Institut Lyfe (ex-Institut Paul Bocuse), international 
school of hospitality, food service and culinary arts management, is seeking for a :  

- Lecturer in Accounting and Finance (courses include Accounting, Cost Control, Performance 
Analysis, Introduction to General Accounting, Performance Analysis, Performance Forecasting, 
Business-Planning, New Business Models)  

The Institut Lyfe is an equal opportunity employer committed to equality and diversity. We welcome all 

applications that can contribute to a diverse working culture. 

 

The Institut Lyfe is an international higher education institution specialized in hospitality, food service and 

culinary arts management. Founded in 1990, the Institut Lyfe is the only private school in this field recognized 

by the Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation. It offers cutting-edge education (Bachelor’s and 

Master’s Degrees, PhD study programs) to 1200 students from more than 70 nationalities.  

 

It is the only school in France that have a Michelin-starred application restaurant, a 5-star hôtel-school and a 

Research Center whose scientific work contributes to the quality of our teaching, with a forward-looking vision 

of the Hospitality and Culinary Arts professions. 

 

Job description: 

- Teaching accounting and finance at Bachelor and/or Master level, in French and in English 

- Supervising students in pedagogical projects or academic work 

- Contributing to innovative teaching and learning methods  

- Carrying out assessments within the academic framework set by syllabi 

- Contributing actively to the development of programs and syllabi 

- Ensuring administrative and academic follow-up 

- Maintaining a solid national and international contacts network in the higher education and hospitality 

sector 

 

Required skills: 

- Master’s Degree or PhD in Accounting / Finance 

- At least 2 years of experience as a Lecturer in Accounting and/or Finance 

- Good knowledge of the international accounting system GAAP, or IFRS 

- Experienced with innovative learning approaches, especially in simulation or business games 

- Ability to merge theoretical knowledge with practical application 

- Ability to teach in French and in English   

- Team spirit, rigor and professionalism 

 

Having one experience in the hotel-restaurant or culinary arts sector would be an asset.  

 

 

Terms of contract and benefits:  

Permanent contract, from September.  

Gross annual salary between 45 000 and 55 000€ - depending on profile and experiences 

Meals benefits, compulsory company health insurance, preferential rates at Group restaurants and hotels, 

sustainable mobility package, covering 50% of public transport costs. 

 



 

 

 

How to apply: 

Candidates interested in applying for this position are invited to send the following documents in French and 

English: 

- A cover letter, stating salary expectations 

- A detailed resume (including 2 references to contact)  

- A detailed list of courses taught 

- Teaching assessment if available 

 

Please submit your application, mentioning “Lecturer in Accounting and Finance” as the subject of your 

email to the following address: recrutement@institutlyfe.com 

 

To learn more about the Institut Lyfe : https://www.institutlyfe.com/ 
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